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ART BY V A AND V B STUDENTS

1. A boy was very sick. He went to the doctor. Then
he went to the kitchen often. Why?

Because the doctor said, to check sugar.

2. A boy was dancing in math exam hall. Why?

Because teacher says there is mark for every step..

3. A boy went to the 10th floor and dropped a
cooker down. Will it break or not?

No, because it is a butterfly cooker.

4. If train is not discovered, what will happen?

Train tracks will be a waste.
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ROCKETRY ORIENTATION TO
PARENTS

Trip to Singapore

I have been and back from Singapore
few months ago. I saw multiple country
people living altogether in spite of their
differences in their culture. I am
impressed of their discipline among
them like lining up to get into the
public transport. Multi country cousine
is available. Among them , I found
Chinese noodles and the accompanying
soup to be very delicious. Singapore
time is two and half hours faster than
India.

Singapore is a safe and beautiful
country. I love Singapore.

Jokes
1. One day a teacher asked “What
is Microsoft Excel?” A boy
answered it’s a new product of
surf excel.

2. Why is the cricket stadium
cool? Because every seat has a fan
in it.

3. A boy slept for 20 years. How?
Because it is a dream of that boy.
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NAVARATHRI KOLU PURANIC HEALING YOGA
GREEN DAY KG STUDENTS
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Once, there was a young boy. This boy had problems controlling his anger. When he got angry, he would say
the first thing that came to mind even if it hurt people very basdly.

One day his father figted him a hammer and a bundle of nails, then said “whenever you get mad, hammer a
nail.

Into the backyard fence”. In the first days, the boy used to temper”up half of the nails, over the next week, he
used up fewer bails, until his temper was under control. Then his father asked the young boy to remove the
nail for each time he didn’t lose his temper “ On the day when the boy removed his last nail, his father told
him, “ you have done good boy. But can you see the holes ithere?. The fence is never going to be the same like
wise, when you say mean things in anger, you’ll always leave a lifertime scar.

Moral:

Anger is like a knife – one of the most dangerous

weapons when use it. The wounds will heal, but the scars remain.

My experience as part of divine work…… TEACHING…...
Teaching is more than a job. Nobody can satisfy the amount of work done by good teachers. Only God can reward them
richly. Committed teachers always keep their enthusiasm going as they aware of their joy that they get in teaching.

Teaching is challenging, beautiful and amazing job. The young children and their spirit keep the teachers going with a
smile even there is a frustrating moments. The greatest gift that we take to the children each day is to inspire, lead and
motivate them.

We teachers, always make a difference in the student’s communities.

We teachers, have an opportunity to experience the joy of making a difference in young lives.

We teachers, helping students discover their talents, celebrating their successes and watching them blossom.

Being a teacher is truly amazing. It allows me to work with incredible children and see them develop, grow, laugh and
learn. I am truly blessed to be a teacher.

Mrs. Saranya Kannan

I/C Grade V & Grade VI


